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Abstract— This paper presents flyback based electronic 

ballast for lighting application with microcontroller open 

source platform. The proposed electronic ballast regulates 

current to LEDs and provide required voltage to start up the 

LEDs. PWM signals is used for dimming the LEDs. 

Dimming the lights can save energy by using dimmers, and 

maintenance cost also reduced. Lights which is controlled 

by switch having only two stages-on and off. By using 

dimmers, we can control the quantity of light and their 

fixtures provide to definite tasks, situations and moods. This 

electrical ballast consists of flyback converter, which is 

place between the input diode bridge rectifier and the output 

step down converter to provide required supply to lighting 

(LED’s). microcontroller platform is the main core of the 

project. The pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal is 

generated by microcontroller ,which is used for drive the 

LED’s. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been increase in a modern lighting system. 

Performance, energy innovation, suitability, power saving, 

rational energy usage techniques are the important qualities. 

By this we can save energy. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 

are more commonly used as flexible and low-cost. The main 

difference between normal light bulbs and LEDs is their 

Lifespan. Illumination for each LED is 2-3V.Higher voltage 

is required while LEDs connected in series. From the 

voltage fluctuation, the light source should be protected. The 

changing in voltage can unbalance change in the current, 

causes the variation in light output. Light-emitting diodes 

light is rated for current range and its proportional to 

current. Suppose current rise above the manufacturer 

requirement, the light output can reduce at a quick rate due 

to high heat with in the device which prefer less worthwhile 

life. 

For this reason, a device is require for Convert 

alternating current (AC)  to direct current (DC) , and control 

flow of  current through the LED. The LED driver is the 

heart of the LED system. 

LED drivers allow dimming, series of LEDs and 

Colour changing. The LED driver having the capacity of 

dimming the light output from 100% to 5 %. The drivers 

having dimming provision do action by controlling the 

forward current using PWM method (Pulse width 

modulation), most of such drivers using PWM method only. 

The PWM provides smooth dimming with minimal change 

in colour in the LED output. Dimming does not effect 

efficiency  of the light. 

This paper suggest, finding the optimum solution 

by using diode bridge rectifier, snubber circuit, power factor 

correction input stage, PWM signals generated by 

microcontroller. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Electronic Driver For Lighting System. 

This proposed electronic ballast is design is based 

on the Flyback transformer, which is called as Buck-Boost 

converter and the microcontroller, which is a single chip 

contain all peripherals. To overcome the conducted 

interference present in the input signal EMI filter is used. 

Diode bridge rectifier is used to convert alternating current 

(AC) to direct current.  

Voltage spikes is reduce by using snubber diode. 

Operational amlifier is used as comparator.Compare the two 

differential inputs and provide the output.PWM signal is 

used to regulates the current flow in circuit. Opto-isolator is 

also called as opto-coupler,which provide the couple 

isolation between input and output. 

II. FLYBACK TOPOLOGY 

 
Fig. 2:  Flyback Converter. 

Flyback converter is widely used in low power 

applications. Between input and output the galvanic 

isolation is going to be provided by using this flyback 

converter in order to prevent flow of current and direct 

conduction path is not permitted. The  inductor  split to form 

a transformer. This coupled transformer is used to achieve 

galvanic isolation. 

The flyback converter operates in two modes: 

Mode I:When switch is closed (or) turned on 
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Fig. 2.1: Equivalent circuit during Switch turn on. 

When switch is turned on ,the inductor Lm starts 

charging linearly and no current flow in secondary side. 

Through the inductor the input is directly connect to primary 

winding of the transformer and output Capacitor C provides 

the supply to the output load. For constant output voltage the 

value of output Capacitor should be high. At the same time 

the diode in secondary winding is reverse bias due to dot 

convention. If current enters in dotted terminal at one 

winding, then current should leave at dotted terminal on the 

other winding.  

Transformer primary side voltage is  

                                       (1) 

The secondary voltage is  

          (     )           (2) 

The primary current linearly rised  

         (
 

  
    )                  (3) 

Mode II:When switch is open (or) turned off. 

n 

Fig. 2.2: Equivalent Circuit During Switch Turn 

Off. 

When the Switch is turned off, the inductor Lm 

starts discharging linearly and current flow in secondary 

side. Instantaneously the current cannot change in inductor 

Lm, so the conduction path must through the primary 

winding of the transformer. The inductor current start 

flowing undotted terminal at the primary side and exit by the 

undotted terminal at the secondary side. Due to this the 

diode is forward bias in secondary side. 

Transformer primary side voltage is  

               (     )           (3) 

Transformer secondary side voltage is  
                                             (4) 

III. PROPOSED  FLYBACK CONVERTER 

 
Fig. 3:  Circuit Diagram For Flyback Converter. 

EMI filter (Electromagnetic Interference) no allowable  the 

electromagnetic emissions, it may be natural or man-made, 

which disgrace the malfunction of electrical or electronic 

instruments.EMI filter is also called as Radio frequency. Diode 

bridge rectifier is used to convert AC to DC, eliminate 

undesired signals. The rectifier consists of diode to flow the 

current in unidirectional. The diode is conduct for positive half 

cycle and reverse bias for negative half cycle. Snubber circuit 

for flyback topology consists of R,C,D to reduce the voltage 

spikes. When the semi conductor switch (MOSFET) turn off, at 

the drain terminal of the MOSFET a high voltage spikes is 

occur due to leakage inductance by the transformer. 

Flyback topology is one of most used topology in low 

and medium power applications. This is also called as buck-

boost converter.Where the inductor is split to form a galvanic 

isolation transformer. Here the flyback converter is used for 

step down purpose. The output has DC voltage to the load. 

IV. PROPOSED LED BALLAST 

How Conveniently Electrical power consumed is measured 

by the power factor. The ratio of the real power flow to the 

apparent power in the circuit. Total harmonic distortion is 

reduced, but power factor is not reduced. In order to reduce 

the complexity of the circuit PFC is used. 

 
Fig. 4: Pfc Circuit Diagram With Secondary 

Controller 

The PFC controller varies the frequency of 

switching and current at the primary side. It provide 

expectable maximum threshold power.Using TPS92210 the  

low switching loss can enable at primary side.It offers a 

certain maximum threshold power.To provide the initial bias 

tne diode is placed between VDD and DRN terminal of the 

TPS92210. The MOT pin is controlled at 3V.By connecting 

the resistor the switch on time is programmed.By making  
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the value of this pin is less than one, we achieved externally 

shutdown. The bias voltage for the switch is provided by the 

VCG pin.The bias supply for this TPS92210 is reglated by 

pin VDD,from an auxiliary winding. 

The proposed LED ballast control the output from 

voltage fluctuations. Disproportional Change in the current 

is   produced by changes in the voltage. To obtain 

directional output with non trembling we use ballast. This 

Ballast regulates the Power to a strings of LEDs and provide 

dimming by using the Pulse width modulation circuit to 

voltage regulator is used to provide constant voltage to the 

controller circuit. Output current is sensed by using 

operational amplifier.PWM signal is generated by 

microcontroller, that signal varies the current reference in 

the circuit from zero to high. opto-coupler provide the 

isolation between primary and secondary controlling circuit 

by providing the feed back circuit.   

Diode bridge rectifier is used to convert AC to DC, 

which placed series with the active power factor correction 

(PFC) in the input stage. 

Even constant voltage at input, the output  of the 

transformer varies due to the load resistance.the primary and 

secondary winding inductances is affected by degree of 

variance.To maintain a constant voltage at the ouput side we 

need to use voltage regulator. 

The method of  using a digital source to generate 

analog signal is PWM (pulse-width modulation).ATmega16 

microcontoller, having low power, high performance with 

operating voltage 2.7-5V is employed to generate PWM 

signals. ATmega16 is used to generate smoot dimming 

signals to circuit. 

 
Fig. 5: Flow Chart For PWM Signal Generate 

This flow chart consists of microcontroller coding 

which explains the flow of controlling. In this, three LED 

lights as controlled with the help of this coding. This 

controlling technique implemented in hardware to control 

the LED 

V. SIMULATION CIRCUIT AND OUTPUT  WAVEFORMS 

 

Fig. 6: Simulation Circuit Of Flyback Converter AC/DC 

 

Fig. 7: Input Voltage 

 
Fig. 8: Output voltage 

 
Fig. 9: PWM pluses by using microcontroller 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a new flyback topology as been presented by 

using the microcontroller in the controlling part. By using 

microcontroller the dimming or controlling of the LED 

lights is achieved.Light fluctuations is controlled and Low 

THD is achieved by using Flyback converter which operates 

in DCM mode. PWM signal is use to the LED load for 

either off or on. The LED brightness is depend on this PWM 

signal. The proposed circuit is simulated by using MATLAB 

2013 software and results are obtained. 
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